ARC VPoP
Rapidly access a flexible and agile network ecosystem

Benefits
Expand:
Connect and grow your network to all
ARC PoP locations in the Middle East.

Having local presence all over the world is vital for carriers, content providers and service providers to stay
competitive in today’s business landscape.
However, this often requires heavy upfront investment,
multiple complex vendor relationships, and timeconsuming deployments.

Arc helps you to expand your network reach in the region quickly, seamlessly, and cost-efficiently.

Reduce TCO and Complexity:

We put you in control of your connectivity.

Easily build your regional presence
with zero upfront investment.

How it Works

Bundle with connectivity :
Combine ARC VPoP with ARC Connectivity to lower the cost per Mbps of
traffic between VPoP’s and your nearest network nodes.

1.

Define the number of ports by location or choose
to have dedicated equipment.

2.

Share LOI and demarcation information.

3.

We manage cross connects on your behalf.

4.

We rapidly connect you to your carrier or any IX
in the region.

Rapidly Scale:
Flexible terms and pay as you go pricing so you can scale according to your
business requirement.

5.

Time to Maket:

Arc is a provider of integrated networking solutions that simplifies connecting and optimising applications and services across the Middle East.
Carriers, enterprises, cloud and content providers benefit from intelligent edge networking that delivers rapid access to networks, points of
presence, data centre infrastructure and subsea cable systems. Arc puts
customers and partners in control of their connectivity in the Middle
East and enables them to seamlessly connect across the region’s commercial and communication hubs. Launched as an independent provider with investments from du and Batelco, the team at Arc are experts in
connecting hubs in the region with experience in serving the largest and
most innovative local and global businesses.

Your new PoP will be live within hours,
providing an immediate launchpad into
the region.

Expert Support:
You can rely on a single partner to
manage and support your vPoP endto-end.

You gain a fully managed service end-to-end.

About ARC

We give you the edge in the Middle East.
arcsolutions.me

